Chapter 18: Statistical issues in the design and analysis of studies of human papillomavirus and cervical neoplasia.
Appropriately sophisticated statistical approaches are crucial for addressing the increasingly complex set of critical questions that follow from the recognition that human papillomavirus (HPV) is a necessary causal factor for cervical cancer. Cervical cancer researchers have defined the major stages of cervical carcinogenesis, with HPV infection as the necessary cause. Focus of etiologic studies is shifting from establishing causality to determining risk factors for HPV persistence and neoplastic progression using serially collected biomarkers. Prevention-oriented epidemiology and trials of new screening strategies and vaccines will rely on surrogate endpoints because we cannot let women develop cancer when it can be prevented. Future epidemiologic and prevention studies of HPV infection and cervical carcinogenesis will exploit subtle pathologic distinctions and will employ improved measurements of complex molecular biologic phenomena. The anticipated statistical issues are highlighted in this discussion.